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Outline
v CUJET -- A pQCD Model for Jet Flavor Tomography at 

RHIC and LHC
Ø Motivations: the “heavy quark puzzle” and the “surprising 

transparency of QGP at LHC”
Ø CUJET2.0 = Dynamical Running Coupling (D)GLV + Elastic 

Energy Loss + (2+1)D Viscous Hydro
q Intersection between light hadron and open heavy flavor RAA

v The “high pT v2 puzzle”
Ø Constrain jet energy loss models: (RAA & v2) @ (RHIC & LHC)
Ø CUJET3.0 = CUJET2.0 + semi-QGP + Magnetic Monopoles

q Simultaneously describe light hadron and open heavy flavor’s RAA 
and v2 at both RHIC and LHC

v Summary
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Jet Tomography in nuclear collisions

v  Hard processes happen before 
the formation of the medium
Ø  Initial hard parton 

production rate in AA 
collisions can be calculated 
in pQCD

v  Quarks and gluons have final 
state interaction
Ø  Jets will be modified by 

interacting with the medium
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Jet-medium interaction: radiative energy loss

v  pQCD jet energy loss models: AMY, ASW, BDMPS-Z, Higher twist, GLV…

v  GLV
Ø  The plasma: static scattering centers
Ø  Energy loss: expansion in the number of parton-medium scatterings (opacity 

expansion)
q  Dominated by the first hard contribution. (“Thin plasma”)

Ø  Include interference of “vacuum” radiation, vertex radiation and gluon rescatterings

q   τf<λ<L Incoherent multiple collisions
q   λ<τf<L LPM effect
q   λ<L<τf “Factorization” limit
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(D)GLV Opacity Expansion
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(Gyulassy-Wang, 1996)

(Gyulassy, Levai, 
Vitev, Djordjevic)



Heavy quark puzzle & Surprising transparency
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v  “Heavy Quark Puzzle”
Ø  Scattering centers recoil?
Ø  Different path length fluctuations?

WHDG, NPA784,426(2007) Horowitz and Gyulassy, NPA872,265(2011)

v  “Surprising Transparency”
Ø  The opacity’s dependence on 

density is weaker than linear
Ø  Smaller coupling at LHC?



CUJET: a solution to heavy quark puzzle
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Radiative: dynamical DGLV

Elastic: Thoma-Gyulassy (TG) Djordjevic and Heinz, PRC (2008)

T(τmax)=Tf 
Geometry: path length fluctuations

WHDG, NPA (2007)



v  Introduce one-loop running strong coupling

 

 

v  Multi-scale running strong coupling

 

 

v  Elastic:

 

 

CUJET: a running coupling explanation to the 
surprising transparency

B. G. Zakharov, JETP Lett. 88 (2008) 781-786
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S. Peigne and A. Peshier, PRD 
77, 114017 (2008) 



v  Couple rcDGLV to VISH2+1 transversely 
expanding QGP fluid fields (T(x,t),v(x,t))

v  RHIC Au+Au 200AGeV & LHC Pb+Pb 2.76ATeV
Ø  Equaiton of State: s95p-v0-PCE
Ø  Initial Condition: MC-Glauber
Ø  η/s=0.08
Ø  Initial Time: 0.6fm/c
Ø  Cooper-Frye freeze-out temperature: 120MeV

v  Compatible with measurements of low pT particle 
production spectra and flow harmonics

CUJET2.0: Couple DGLV to 2+1D Viscous Hydro

T. Renk, H. Holopainen, U. Heinz and C. Shen, PRC 83, 014910 (2011)
C. Shen, U. Heinz, P. Huovinen and H. Song, PRC 82, 054904 (2010)
H. Song and U. Heinz, PRC 78, 024902 (2008)
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v  amax
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CUJET2.0: π0 & h± RAA vs pT

JX, A. Buzzatti, M. Gyualssy, JHEP 1408, 063 (2014)



CUJET2.0: Jet Transport Coefficient
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JX, Buzzatti, Gyualssy, JHEP 1408, 063 (2014)JET Collaboration, PRC 90, 014909 (2014)



CUJET2.0: open heavy flavor RAA
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JX, Buzzatti, Gyualssy, JHEP 1408, 063 (2014)

v  CUJET2.0 solved “Heavy 
Quark Puzzle”
Ø  Dynamical scattering 

centers
Ø  Realistic path length 

fluctuations
Ø  pQCD production 

spectra: LO pQCD (g,q) 
and FONLL (c,b)

v  RAA of B meson and π0/h± 
intersect at both RHIC 
(pT~25GeV) and LHC 
(pT~35GeV), this 
crossing is almost 
independent of centrality

v  At low pT, D meson and 
π0/h± mixed together, B 
meson is clearly above 
them



Why π0/h± and beauty RAA have a level crossing?

v  The pp spectrum and partonic energy loss theory combine to induce the level crossing, and 
the former plays a more critical role
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Constrain jet energy loss models:  
(RHIC + LHC) & (RAA + v2)
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v  (RHIC + LHC) & (RAA 
+ v2) is a set of highly 
constraining 
observables for energy 
loss models

v  After constrained 
parameters using pion 
RAA at RHIC and LHC, 
most jet energy loss 
models fail to 
reproduce the single 
particle high pT v2

B. Betz, M. Gyulassy, arXiv: 1305.6458
New systematic studies of energy loss models using abc model wiith 
fluctuations added: B. Betz, M. Gyulassy, JHEP 1408, 090 (2014)

dE/dτ=-κEaτbTc



CUJET2.0: π0 suppression w.r.t. reaction plane
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CUJET2.0: high pT v2 with reaction plane 
dependent couplings
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v  Extrapolation to LHC fits v2!
Ø  RAA is compatible with 

data in this anisotropic 
amax scenario as well

v  As less as a 10% increase of 
the path averaged coupling 
strength from in- to out-of-
reaction plane can 
simultaneously describe RAA 
and v2 at both RHIC and LHC
Ø  The azimuthal anisotropy 

is very sensitive to local 
temperature dependent 
jet-medium coupling

JX, Buzzatti, Gyualssy, JHEP 1408, 063 (2014)



v  How does jet opacity for T>>Tc connect to jet transparency for T<<Tc?
v  Can jet transparency for T<<Tc be reconciled with color confinement below Tc 

and perfect fluidity near Tc?

Coupling from Transparency to Opaqueness
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TemperatureTc

Jet-Medium 
Coupling

TemperatureTc

Jet-Medium 
Coupling

? ? 

“Waterfall” scenario “Volcano” scenario

J. Liao, DNP 
2014, Hawaii



Dual Superconductivity

v  CUJET3.0
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Akihiro, Shibata, Trento 2013



v  abc

Liao-Shuryak “E-M See-Saw” Scenario
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Jet quenching in semi-Quark-Gluon-Monopole Plasmas
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CUJET3.0 -- arXiv:1411.3673 

v  Solve the high pT v2 problem while retaining RAA consistency AND provides 
a quantitative new connection between a Tc enhanced jet transport 
qhat(E>10GeV, T) field and minimal viscosity eta/s ~ T^3/qhat(Eà3T,T) à 
0.1 near T à Tc

*    JX, J. Liao and M. Gyulassy, arXiv:1411.3673 [hep-ph]
**  J. Liao and E. Shuryak, PRL 102 (2009), PRL 101 (2008), PRC 75 (2007)
*** Y. Hidaka and R. D. Pisarski, PRD 78 (2008), 81 (2010)

v  CUJET3.0 = (Dynamical rc-DGLV + Elastic + (2+1)D Viscous Hydro)* + 
Magnetic Monopoles** + semi-Quark-Gluon Plasmas*** = CUJET2.0* + sQGMP



CUJET3.0 = CUJET2.0 + semi-QGP + mag. monopoles
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v  1

Original DGLV has only quark/
gluon scattering centers

We now include both color-electric 
and color-magnetic scattering centers.

Polyakov Loop suppressed color electric component

=1, by Dirac 
Quantization

c=1.00
c=1.50

c=0.50

Bazavov et al., 
PRD 80 (2009)
Borsanyi et al., 
JHEP 09 (2010)



Polyakov Loop, EOS, Screening Masses
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v  The CUJET3.0 implementations of electric and magnetic components are 
well constrained by available lattice data.

JX, J. Liao, M. Gyulassy, arXiv:1411.3673 

fE = µE/µ =
p
�T

fM = µM/µ = cmg

g(T ) =
p

4⇡↵s(µ2(T )) = µ(T )/(T
q

Nc/3 +Nf/6)

µ2
E ⇠ ↵EnE/T

Peshier, hep-ph/0601119 



CUJET3.0 accounts for (RHIC+LHC)*(RAA+v2)!

v  observables
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The combined set of observables
(RHIC+LHC)*(RAA+V2)*(pion+D+B) 

are consistently accounted for (within present experimental errors) in the 
CUJET3.0 framework using lattice QCD constrained
near-Tc enhanced jet coupling to a VISH2+1 evolved

semi-QGMP that approaches HTL sQGP at high T>3Tc

JX, J. Liao, M. Gyulassy, arXiv:1411.3673 



Open charm and beauty high pT RAA and v2  
at RHIC and LHC from CUJET3.0

v  CUJET3.0
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RHIC RAA RHIC v2

LHC RAA LHC v2



CUJET3.0: qhat(E,T) for quark jets in a sQGMP

v  CUJET3.0 solution exhibits a “volcano” interpolation of qhat/T^3 between strong “AdS-like” 
sQGP at T=200-350MeV to more transparent “HTL-like” CUJET2.0 for T>400MeV
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PR 

SR 

Liu et al.PRL 2006

⇢(T ) ⇠ p(T )/T p(T) from s95p-PCE EOS

JX, J. Liao, M. Gyulassy, arXiv:1411.3673 



CUJET3.0: η/s vs T

v  Near η/s~1/4π in 160<T<300MeV dominated by jet+monopole scatterings
v  Grows to η/s~0.16-0.18@350MeV, η/s~0.24-0.32@450MeV, 
v  Below Tc magnetic monopoles condensate and sQGMP becomes high η/s 

hadron resonance gas (but HRG not yet been implemented in CUJET3.0)
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c.f. Danielewicz, Gyulassy, PRD 1985; 
Hirano, Gyulassy, NPA 2006;
Majumder, Muller, Wang, PRL 2007

JX, J. Liao, M. Gyulassy, arXiv:1411.3673 



Near-Tc Properties of sQGMP are Special!

v  1
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Jet transport coefficient qhat/T3

computed from CUJET3.0 
shows a prominent peak near Tc!

Shear viscosity, η/s,  
computed from CUJET3.0 

shows a clear minimum near Tc 
and rapid rise at high T!

BES@RHIC and LHC are both essential to constrain and map out
the strongly non-conformal QCD confinement transition physics, 

allowing full exploration of the parton-hadron transition matter 
that is the most perfect and the most color-opaque liquid! 

JX, J. Liao, M. Gyulassy, arXiv:1411.3673 



Summary
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v  CUJET is a solution to both the “heavy quark puzzle” and the 
“surprising transparency of QGP at LHC”

v  RAA(pT) of B meson is predicted to have a robust intersection with π0 or 
h± in the pT range of 30-40GeV/c from CUJET

v  Introducing running coupling accounts for RHIC and LHC RAA 
simultaneously, but leads to a 50% underestimate of v2. A 10% increase 
in the path averaged coupling from in- to out-of-reaction plane paths 
can remove this discrepancy.

v  With pQCD + semi-QGP + magnetic monopoles, CUJET3.0 describes 
(RHIC+LHC) × (RAA+v2) × (pion+D+B) simultaneously
Ø  qhat from CUJET3.0 smoothly bridges the AdS holography limit near Tc and 

the HTL pQCD limit at high T
Ø  eta/s from CUJET3.0 approaches the perfect fluidity ~0.1 near Tc, and rises 

rapidly at high T



Thank you for your attention!
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Backup
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Convergence of the DGLV opacity series

v  1

Padova, 12/12/2014 31JX, Buzzatti, Gyulassy, JHEP 1408, 063 (2014)



Heavy Quark Puzzle: The Dead Cone

Padova, 12/12/2014 32JX, Buzzatti, Gyulassy, JHEP 1408, 063 (2014)



Radiative vs Elastic

v  Rad vs El
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Heavy quark puzzle: Where are the problems?
v  Jet path length
v  pp spectra
v  Scattering 

centers recoil
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Solid: total 
Dashed: rad. 
Dotted: ela. 

Djordjevic and Heinz, PRC (2008)



Pre-thermal Schemes
v  Solid: Linear
v  Dashed: Free Streaming
v  Dotted: Divergent

Padova, 12/12/2014 35JX, Buzzatti, Gyulassy, JHEP 1408, 063 (2014)



Pre-CUJET1.0 = Dynamical fcDGLV + Elastic + Glauber
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Radiative: dynamical DGLV

Elastic: Thoma-Gyulassy (TG)



Improvements in CUJET1.0
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Path length fluctuations Power law assumption of heavy quark pQCD spectra 

Radiative energy loss fluctuations 

Elastic energy loss fluctuations 

Assume Poisson distribution for 
the number of incoherently 
emitted gluons 

Gaussian fluctuation for multiple 
collisions 

Fragmentation 



Pressure/Entropy Counting & eta/s
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v  Extra factors come from 
quantum statistics which 
differ slightly from Stefan-
Boltzmann

v  Different counting schemes 
bring theoretical 
uncertainties



More about the multi-scale running coupling

v  Uncertainties in running scales

39Columbia, 11/26/2014

v  Which running scale dominates?

k 

q 

Padova, 12/12/2014



Crossing
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Similarity between light quark and pion RAA at RHIC and LHC

v  Larger Casimir for gluon (CR=3) than quark (CR=4/3) leads to more energy loss for the 
gluon, brings their AA production spectra at LHC to the same level

v  Different fragmentation ratios of gluon and quark to pion make the light quark’s contribution 
to pion AA spectrum dominant 

Davis, 06/21/2014 41



v  B meson v2 
has a peak at 
pT~10GeV @ 
b=2.4fm and 
pT~20GeV @ 
b=7.5fm at 
both RHIC 
and LHC

v  Semi-ordering 
of the position 
of the peak 
for different 
flavors v2
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CUJET: open heavy flavor high pT v2



v  abc

More on the Polyakov Loop
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Adapted from Maezawa 2007



aE vs aM
v  a
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CUJET3.0: v2 and naïve qhat

v  The “volcano” fits (RHIC + LHC) & (RAA + v2)!
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CUJET3.0: naïve qhat inversion
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CUJET3.0 = CUJET2.0 + semi-QGP + mag. monopoles
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Liu et al. 07’; Baier et al. 07’



CUJET3.0: RAA at RHIC & LHC

v  CUJET3.0 with (c,cm)=(1.05,0.3) fits RAA at both RHIC and LHC
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CUJET3.0: v2 at RHIC & LHC

v  CUJET3.0 with (c,cm)=(1.05,0.3) fits v2 at both RHIC and LHC simultaneously
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v  Fast Quark Liberation: 
Fit to lattice QCD u 
quark number 
susceptibility

v  Note the shift of E&M 
fractions and screening 
masses near Tc

Fast Liberation Scheme (FL)
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Wuppertal-Budapest JHEP 1201 (2012) 138 



CUJET3.0: RAA & v2 at RHIC & LHC in FL
v  a
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CUJET3.0: RAA & v2 at RHIC & LHC in FL
v  In the fast liberation scheme, 

the CUJET3.0 model with 
(c,cm)=(1.05,0.4) fits both RAA 
and v2 at both RHIC and LHC
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